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STOCK
VIDEO &
IMAGING
STRATEGIES
UNCOVERED

We sponsored research to uncover the

stock imaging and video strategies at a

representative sample of dealerships

countrywide. The goal is to identify best

practices that the wider dealership community

can learn from. What do your peers do, with

what kind of results? Read on to find out...



70% of respondents have images of stock created locally whilst 35% create video already:

The percentage creating video locally is expected to double.

VIDEO IS ALMOST MAINSTREAM
K E Y   F I N D I N G
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58%
Percentage who thought manufacturers could do more to

supply visual material



IMAGING: PRACTICES 

50%

33%
17%

Other than
own site

93%

On own
website

86%

Don't know:
delegate

17%

Number of images captured per vehicleNumber of vehicles captured by
dealerships

92% capture all

8% capture some

Locations images displayed
The most common channel

was Auto Trader but
channels also included AA

Cars and Ebay

6-10 images

16-20
images

11-15
images



IMAGING: RESULTS

Typical views per imaged vehicle*

1-15 views

16-30 views

31-45 views

*NB timeframe not specified

22%

33%

45%

Dealer websites generate twice as much traffic as other channels 
x 2



VIDEO: PRACTICES 

43%

29%

14%

Other than
own site

57%

On own
website

86%
Don't know:

delegate
14%

Minutes of footage per vehicleProportion of vehicles captured

71%

Three
quarters
of vehicles

Locations videos displayed

Up to
4 mins

Up to
3 mins Under

1 min

One half
of vehicles

One quarter
of vehicles

15%

14%

Where only one quarter of cars
are captured, the dealer likely
just offers Video on Demand

(though 71% of all dealers
creating video offer VoD)

Up to
2 mins

14%



VIDEO: RESULTS

Typical views per video'd vehicle*

31-45 views

16-30 views

1-15 views

*NB timeframe not specified

17%
0%

83%

Dealer websites generate three times as much traffic as other channels 
x 3



THE VALUE

Decent images
helped move
stock faster

Decent images
helped achieve
a better price

Video helped
move stock

faster

Video helped
achieve a

better price

Benefits are
clear

over costs

Benefits are
clear

over costs

Customers trust
images to

be truthful

Customers trust
video to
be truthful

100% 100% 83% 92%

86% 71% 71% 86%

THE PROPORTION OF DEALERS CREATING IMAGES / VIDEO LOCALLY FULLY AGREEING...



We were surprised that...

Only 57% of dealers fully agreed
video is more for people who
know what they want already

...demonstrating its potential for discovery



Thank You

METHOD
20 senior dealership personnel responsible for 42

dealerships countrywide between them were
interviewed or completed a detailed questionnaire
online from Q4 2015 to Q2 2016. The majority of

dealerships sold primarily used cars and the average
monthly throughput per dealership ranged to over 100.
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